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Moon and Moser in 1963 conjectured that if G is a 3-connected planar graph on n
vertices, then G contains a cycle of length at least Oðnlog3 2Þ: In this paper, this
conjecture is proved. In addition, the same result is proved for 3-connected graphs
embeddable in the projective plane, or the torus, or the Klein bottle. # 2002 Elsevier
Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
A graph is Hamiltonian if it contains a cycle using all vertices, and such a
cycle is called a Hamilton cycle. A planar graph is a graph which can be
embedded in the plane without crossing edges, and such an embedding is
called a plane graph.
In 1931, Whitney [11] proved that every 4-connected triangulation of the
plane contains a Hamilton cycle. In 1956, Tutte [10] proved a more general
result: every 4-connected planar graph contains a Hamilton cycle. However,
3-connected planar graphs need not contain Hamilton cycles. For such
examples, see Holton and McKay [7].
The circumference of a graph G; denoted by circðGÞ; is the length of a
longest cycle in G: In 1963, Moon and Moser [9] implicitely made the
following conjecture by giving 3-connected planar graphs G with circðGÞ4
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LONG CYCLES 81Conjecture 1.1. If G is a 3-connected planar graph on n vertices, then
circðGÞ5Oðnlog3 2Þ:
We mention here that Gr .unbaum and Walther [6] made the same
conjecture for a family of 3-connected cubic planar graphs.
Barnette [1] showed that every 3-connected planar graph with n vertices
contains a cycle of length at least
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lg n
p
and Clark [3] later improved
this lower bound to e
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lg n
p
: In [8], Jackson and Wormald obtained a
polynomial lower bound bna; where b is some constant and a 0:207:
Recently, Gao and Yu [5] improved a to 0.4 and extended the result to
3-connected graphs embeddable in the projective plane, or the torus, or the
Klein bottle.
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a 3-connected graph with n vertices, and suppose
that G is embeddable in the sphere, or the projective plane, or the torus, or the
Klein bottle. Then circðGÞ5Oðnlog3 2Þ:
Throughout this paper, we consider ﬁnite graphs with no loops or
multiple edges. For a graph G; we use V ðGÞ and EðGÞ to denote its vertex set
and edge set, respectively. A graph H is a subgraph of G; denoted by H  G;
if V ðH Þ  V ðGÞ and EðH Þ  EðGÞ: We shall use | to denote the empty graph
(as well as the empty set).
For S  V ðGÞ; the subgraph of G induced by S; denoted by G½S; is the
graph whose vertex set is S and whose edge set consists of the edges in G
with both incident vertices in S: For S  EðGÞ; the subgraph of G induced by
S; denoted by G½S; is the graph whose edge set is S and whose vertex set
consists of the vertices in G incident with edges in S: Let e be an edge of G
with incident vertices x and y; then we write e ¼ xy; and write G½xy or G½e
instead of G½fxyg or G½feg:
Let X  V ðGÞ; or X  EðGÞ; or X  G; then G X denotes the graph
obtained from G by deleting X and the edges of G incident with a vertex in
X : If X ¼ fxg; then we write G x instead of G fxg:
Let H  G; then G=H denotes the graph with V ðG=H Þ ¼ V ðG H Þ [ fhg
(where h =2 V ðGÞÞ and EðG=H Þ ¼ EðG H Þ [ fhy: y 2 V ðG H Þ and yy 0 2
EðGÞ for some y0 2 V ðH Þg: We say that G=H is obtained from G by
contracting H to the vertex h: If G is a graph, and x; y 2 V ðGÞ; then Gþ xy ¼
G if xy 2 EðGÞ; otherwise, Gþ xy denotes the graph obtained from G by
adding the edge xy:
Let G and H be subgraphs of a graph. Then G\ H (respectively, G[ H )
is the graph with vertex set V ðGÞ \ V ðH Þ (respectively, V ðGÞ \ V ðH ÞÞ and
edge set EðGÞ \ EðH Þ (respectively, EðGÞ [ EðH ÞÞ: We shall use G H
instead of G ðH \ GÞ:
CHEN AND YU82A block of a graph G is a maximal 2-connected subgraph of G: (The
complete graph on two vertices is 2-connected.) Let G be a connected graph
and X  V ðGÞ; where jX j ¼ k and k is a positive integer; then X is called a k-
cut of G if G X is not connected. If X  fxg is a cut set of G; then x is a cut
vertex of G:
Let G be a plane graph, a plane subgraph of G is a subgraph of G
inheriting the embedding of G: The faces of G are the connected components
(in topological sense) of the complement of G in the plane. The outer face of
a plane graph G is the unbounded face; the bounded faces are inner faces.
The boundary of the outer face is called the outer walk of the graph, or
the outer cycle if it is a cycle. A cycle is a facial cycle in a plane graph
if it bounds a face of the graph. An open disc (respectively, closed disc) in the
plane is a homeomorphic image of fðx; yÞ: x2 þ y251g (respectively,
fðx; yÞ: x2 þ y241g).
For u; v 2 V ðGÞ; a u v path in a graph G is a path with end vertices u and
v: For any path P and x; y 2 V ðP Þ; xPy denotes the subpath of P between x
and y: Given two vertices x and y on a cycle C in a plane graph, we use xCy
to denote the path in C from x to y in clockwise order.
Let H be a subgraph of a graph G: An H -bridge of G is a subgraph of G
which either (1) is induced by an edge of EðGÞ  EðH Þ with both incident
vertices in H or (2) is induced by the edges in a component of G H and the
edges of G from H to that component. For any H -bridge B of G; the
attachments of B (on H ) are the vertices in V ðBÞ \ V ðH Þ:
Although Theorem 1.2 is stated for 3-connected graphs, we need to work
with certain 2-connected graphs. The following concepts will serve this
purpose.
A circuit graph is a pair ðG;CÞ; where G is a 2-connected plane graph and
C is a facial cycle of G; such that, for any 2-cut S of G; every component of
G S contains a vertex of C:
An annulus graph is a triple ðG;C1;C2Þ; where G is a 2-connected plane
graph and C1 and C2 are facial cycles of G; such that, for any 2-cut S of G;
every component of G S contains a vertex of C1 [ C2:
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the
Moon–Moser example which shows that the exponent log3 2 in Theorem 1.2
cannot be improved. (In fact, we slightly improve their bound of 9jV ðGÞjlog3 2:)
In Section 3, we prove a result for weighted graphs, from which Conjecture
1.1 follows as a consequence. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.2 for graphs
embeddable in the projective plane, or the torus, or the Klein bottle.
2. AN EXAMPLE
In this section, we use the Moon–Moser example to illustrate that the
bound in Conjecture 1.1 (and hence, Theorem 1.2) is in a sense best possible.
FIG. 1.
LONG CYCLES 83First, we deﬁne a sequence of 3-connected plane graphs fTkg as follows.
Let T1 be a plane graph isomorphic to K4: Further, let V ðT1Þ ¼ fw; x0; x1; x2g
and let x0x1x2x0 be the outer cycle of T1: Suppose that Tk is deﬁned for some
k51: Let Tkþ1 be the graph obtained from Tk as follows: in each inner face of
Tk ; add a new vertex and join the new vertex to the vertices of Tk incident
with that face. The graphs T1 and T2 are shown in Fig. 1.
By the above construction, for any k51; Tk is a 3-connected plane graph
with outer cycle x0x1x2x0: We shall show that circðTkÞ572n
log3 2:
Let ak be the length of a longest x1  x2 path in Tk and bk be the length of
a longest x1  x2 path in Tk  x0: By the construction of Tk ; for i; j 2 f0; 1; 2g
and i=j; the length of a longest xi  xj path in Tk is ak and the length of a
longest xi  xj path in Tk  ðfx0; x1; x2g  fxi; xjgÞ is bk :
Proposition 2.1. For k51; ak ¼ 3  2k1 and bk ¼ 2k :
Proof. It is easy to check that a1 ¼ 3 and b1 ¼ 2: Assume that ak ¼
3  2k1 and bk ¼ 2
k : We need to show that akþ1 ¼ 3  2k and bkþ1 ¼ 2
kþ1:
For i 2 f0; 1; 2g; let Di denote the open disc in the plane bounded by the
triangle in Tkþ1 induced by fw; x0; x1; x2g  fxig: Let V i denote the set of
vertices in Tkþ1 contained in Di; and let T i be the plane subgraph of Tkþ1
induced by V i [ ðfw; x0; x1; x2g  fxigÞ:
Clearly, T i is a 3-connected plane graph isomorphic to Tk : We shall
proceed with claims (a)–(d).
(a) akþ143  2k : Let P be an x1  x2 path in Tkþ1: Since the outer cycle of
each T i is a triangle, P \ T i consists of a path, or a path and an isolated
vertex in fw; x0; x1; x2g  fxig; or isolated vertices which are contained in
fw; x0; x1; x2g  fxig:
If P \ T 0 is a path, then P  T 0: In this case, jEðP Þj4ak ¼ 3  2k143  2k :
If P \ T 1 consists of a path and fw; x0; x2g  P \ T 1; then either V ðP Þ \
V 2 ¼ | or V ðP Þ \ V 0 ¼ |: In this case, P  T 1 [ T j for some j 2 f0; 2g; and
CHEN AND YU84P \ T j consists of a path and an isolated vertex. By induction, jEðP \
T 1Þj4ak and jEðP \ T jÞj4bk : Hence, jEðP Þj4ak þ bk ¼ 3  2
k1 þ 2k43  2k :
Similarly, if P \ T 2 consists of a path and fw; x0; x1g  P \ T 2; then
jEðP Þj43  2k :
Thus, we may assume that, for i 2 f0; 1; 2g; P \ T i is not a path
containing fw; x0; x1; x2g  fxig: Hence, for i 2 f0; 1; 2g; P \ T i consists of
a single vertex, or a vertex and a path, or two isolated vertices.
Therefore, by induction, jEðP \ T iÞj4bk ; and so, jEðP Þj43bk ¼ 3  2
k :
Hence, akþ143  2k :
(b) akþ153  2k : By induction, T 0  x2 contains an x1  w path P0 with
jEðP0Þj ¼ bk ; T
2  x1 contains a w x0 path P1 with jEðP1Þj ¼ bk ; and T
1  w
contains an x0  x2 path with jEðP2Þj ¼ bk : Hence, P ¼ P0 [ P1 [ P2 is an
x1  x2 path in Tkþ1 with length 3bk ¼ 3  2
k : Hence, akþ153  2k :
By (a) and (b), akþ1 ¼ 3  2k :
(c) bkþ142
kþ1: Let Q be an x1  x2 path in Tkþ1  x0: If V ðQÞ \ V 0 ¼ |;
then V ðQÞ  ðT 1 [ T 2Þ  fx0g: In this case, by induction, jEðQ\ T iÞj42k ;
and so, jEðQÞj42  2k ¼ 2kþ1:
So assume that Q\ V 0=|: If Q  T 0; then jEðQÞj4ak ¼ 3  2k142kþ1:
So assume that Q 6  T 0: Since x0 =2 Q; either V ðQÞ \ V 1 ¼ | or V ðQÞ \
V 2 ¼ |: By symmetry assume that V ðQÞ \ V 1 ¼ |: Then Q\ T 2=| is a
w x1 path in T 2  x0; and Q\ T 0 consists of a w x2 path in T 0  x1 and
the isolated vertex x1: Hence, jEðQÞj ¼ jEðQ\ T 0Þj þ jEðQ\ T 2Þj42bk ¼
2kþ1: Thus, bkþ142
kþ1:
(d) bkþ152
kþ1: For i 2 f1; 2g; T i  x0 has an xi  w path Pi of length
bk ¼ 2
k: Hence, P1 [ P2 is an x1  x2 path in Tkþ1  x0 such that jEðP1 [
P2Þj ¼ 2kþ1: Thus, bkþ152
kþ1:
By (c) and (d) bkþ1 ¼ 2
kþ1: ]
By the deﬁnition of Tkþ1; we have n ¼ jV ðTkþ1Þj ¼ 4þ 3þ 32 þ    þ 3k ¼
3þ ð3kþ1  1Þ=2:
Next, we show that circðTkþ1Þ4ak þ 2bk : Let C be a longest cycle in
Tkþ1; and let T i be deﬁned as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. If C uses
an edge of the outer cycle of Tkþ1; then jEðCÞj4akþ1 þ 14ak þ 2bk : If
C \ T i for some i; then by induction, jEðCÞj4ak1 þ 2bk14ak þ 2bk :
So assume that C 6  T i for any i 2 f0; 1; 2g: Note that EðC \ T iÞ induces
a path in T i between two vertices on the outer cycle of T i; and at most
one of these C \ T i contains all vertices of the outer cycle of T i: Hence,
jEðCÞj4ak þ 2bk : Since n ¼ 3þ ð3
kþ1  1Þ=2 and by a simple calculation,
jEðCÞj57
2
nlog3 2Þ:
Therefore, the bound in Conjecture 1.1 is best possible.
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In this section, we prove Conjecture 1.1. The following elementary result
is needed.
Lemma 3.1. Let m; n; k be non-negative real numbers. Then
(1) mr þ nr5ðmþ nÞr for 05r51:
(2) mr þ nr5ðmþ nþ kÞr if 04r4log3 2 and k ¼ minfm; n; kg:
Proof. To prove (1), it is sufﬁcient to show that f ðxÞ ¼ xr þ ð1 xÞr51;
where 05r51 and 05x51: This can be done by showing that f ðxÞ has a
unique critical point x ¼ 1=2 in ½0; 1 and f ð1=2Þ > 1 (and so, the absolute
minimum of f ðxÞ on ½0; 1 is 1).
Next, we prove (2). Without loss of generality, assume that m5n5k:
If m5n5ðmþ nþ kÞ=3; then mr þ nr5ð2=3rÞðmþ nþ kÞr5ðmþ nþ kÞr
(since 2=3r51 when 04r4log3 2).
Hence, we may assume that n ¼ ð1
3
 tÞðmþ nþ kÞ; where 05t51=3:
Since m5n > k; m5ðmþ nþ kÞ  2n ¼ ð1
3
þ 2tÞðmþ nþ kÞ: Thus, mr þ nr
5½ð1
3
þ 2tÞr þ ð1
3
 tÞrðmþ nþ kÞr: Hence, it is sufﬁcient to show that f ðtÞ ¼
ð1
3
þ 2tÞr þ ð1
3
 tÞr51 for 04t41
3
:
Note that f ð1=3Þ ¼ 1: Since 04r4log3 2; f ð0Þ51: Also, a simple
calculation shows that f ð1=6Þ > 1: Since f 0ðtÞ ¼ 2rð13þ 2tÞ
r1  rð13 tÞ
r1 ¼
0 has a unique solution, f ðtÞ51 when 04t41=3: ]
In order to prove Conjecture 1.1, we need to work with a class of
2-connected planar graphs which includes all 3-connected planar
graphs.
Definition 3.2. Let ðG;CÞ be a circuit graph, and let x; y 2 V ðCÞ: We say
that ðG; xCyÞ is a strong circuit graph if, for any 2-cut S of G; S \ V ðyCx
fx; ygÞ=|:
We also need to work with graphs in which vertices are assigned non-
negative weights. Let Rþ denote the set of non-negative real numbers. Let G
be a graph, and w : V ðGÞ ! Rþ: For H  G; we write wðH Þ ¼ Sv2V ðH Þ wðvÞ:
Deﬁne wð|Þ ¼ 0:
Theorem 3.3. Let ðG; xCyÞ be a strong circuit graph, and let w : V ðGÞ !
Rþ: Then G contains an x y path P such that
Sv2V ðPyÞ ½wðvÞlog3 25½wðG yÞlog3 2:
CHEN AND YU86Remark. In the inequality of Theorem 3.3, y is not included. This is for a
technical reason which facilitates counting. Also note the symmetry between
x and y (we can always re-embed G so that the clockwise direction of C
becomes the counter clockwise direction).
Proof. We use induction on jV ðGÞj þ jEðGÞj: Since G is 2-connected and
since G contains the cycle C; jV ðGÞj þ jEðGÞj56: If jV ðGÞj þ jEðGÞj ¼ 6; then
G is the complete graph on three vertices, and the inequality in Theorem 3.3
follows from (1) of Lemma 3.1. So assume that jV ðGÞ þ jEðGÞj > 6: For
convenience, let r ¼ log3 2; and assume that C is the outer cycle of G: We
shall proceed with claims (a)–(g).
(a) We may assume that xy =2 EðGÞ: Suppose that xy 2 EðGÞ: Since ðG; xCyÞ
is a strong circuit graph, fx; yg is not a cut set of G; and so, xy 2 EðCÞ: Since
G is 2-connected, we can label the cut vertices of G xy as v1; . . . ; vm1 and
blocks of G xy as B1; . . . ;Bm such that Bi \ Biþ1 ¼ fvig for i 2 f1; 2; . . . ;
m 1g; Bi \ Bj ¼ | for ji jj52 and i; j 2 f1; . . . ;mg; and v0 ¼ x 2 B1  v1
and vm ¼ y 2 Bm  vm1: See Fig. 2. In the left ﬁgure xCy ¼ G½xy and v0;
v1; . . . ; vm occur on C in counter clockwise order, and in the right ﬁgure
yCx ¼ G½xy and v0; v1; . . . ; vm occur on C in clockwise order. We view each
Bi as a plane subgraph of G:
Next, we shall ﬁnd a vi1  vi path Pi in Bi such that
Sm
i¼1 Pi gives the
desired path P :
If jV ðBiÞj ¼ 2; then let Pi ¼ Bi: It is easy to see that
Sv2V ðPiviÞ ½wðvÞ
r5½wðBi  viÞr:
So assume that jV ðBiÞj53: Then jV ðBiÞj þ jEðBiÞj56: Let Ci denote the outer
cycle of Bi:
We claim that ðBi; vi1CiviÞ is a strong circuit graph. Let S be an arbitrary
2-cut of Bi: If Bi  S contains a component T with T \ Ci ¼ |; then T is alsoFIG. 2.
LONG CYCLES 87a component of G S with T \ C ¼ |; and so, ðG;CÞ is not a circuit graph,
a contradiction. Hence, any component of Bi  S contains a vertex of
Ci; and so, ðBi;CiÞ is a circuit graph. Now assume that S \ ðviCivi1 
fvi; vi1gÞ ¼ |: Then S  vi1Civi: If xCy ¼ G½xy; then G S contains
component T with T \ C ¼ |; a contradiction. So yCx ¼ G½xy: Then S is a
2-cut of G such that S \ ðyCx fx; ygÞ ¼ |; and so, ðG; xCyÞ is not a strong
circuit graph, a contradiction. Hence ðBi; vi1CiviÞ is a strong circuit graph.
By induction, Bi contains a vi1  vi path Pi such that
Sv2V ðPiviÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðBi  viÞr:
Now let P ¼
Sm
i¼1 Pi: Then P is an x y path in G: Moreover,
Sv2V ðPyÞ½wðvÞr ¼
Xm
i¼1
ðSv2V ðPiviÞ½wðvÞ
rÞ
5
Xm
i¼1
½wðBi  viÞr
5 ½wðG yÞr:
The ﬁrst inequality follows from the previous inequalities about Pi: Since
V ðG yÞ is the disjoint union of V ðBi  viÞ for i 2 f1; . . . ;mg; the second
inequality follows from (1) of Lemma 3.1. This completes the proof of (a).
Since ðG; xCyÞ is a strong circuit graph, x is not a cut vertex of G y:
Hence, G y contains a unique block, say H ; containing x: Since xy =2 EðGÞ
and since H is a block of G y; jV ðH Þj þ jEðH Þj56: Let D denote the outer
cycle of H :
Let y1; y2; . . . ; ym 2 V ðDÞ denote the attachments of ðH [ fygÞ-bridges of
G; and assume that x; y1; . . . ; ym occur on D in this clockwise order. See
Fig. 3.
(b) For i 2 f1; . . . ;mg; there are exactly two fy; yig-bridges of G; and for
i 2 f1; . . . ;m 1g; yyi 2 EðGÞ and the fy; yig-bridge of G not containing x is
G½yyi:
Since ðG; xCyÞ is a strong circuit graph, for any 2-cut S of G; S\
ðyCx fx; ygÞ=|: Hence, for i 2 f1; . . . ;m 1g; fy; yig is not a cut set of G;
and so, G has exactly two fy; yig-bridges, yyi 2 EðGÞ; and the fy; yig-bridge
of G not containing x is G½yyi: If G has at least three fy; ymg-bridges, then
G fy; ymg contains a component T with T \ C ¼ |; a contradiction. Thus,
(b) follows.
Let X ¼ yCx yCym: Let x0 ¼ x if X ¼ fxg; otherwise, let x0 be the end
vertex of X other than x: Let B denote the minimal subgraph of H  y1Dym
such that X  B and B is a union of blocks of H  y1Dym:
FIG. 3.
FIG. 4.
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For k 2 f1; . . . ; ng; deﬁne sk ; tk 2 V ðy1DymÞ as follows: y1; sk ; tk; ym occur on D
in this clockwise order, fsk ;wkg and ftk ;wkg are contained in ðB[ y1DymÞ-
bridges of H ; and subject to these conditions, skDtk is maximal.
We can choose the notation of w1; . . . ;wn so that y1; s1; t1; s2; t2; . . . ; sk ; tk ;
skþ1; tkþ1; . . . ; sn; tn; ym occur on D in this clockwise order. Then y1 ¼
s1; ym ¼ tn; and wn ¼ x0: See Fig. 4.
(c) There is some k 2 f1; . . . ; ng such that B contains an x wk path PB and
Sv2V ðPBÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðBÞr:
Let Y ¼ G B and Bn ¼ G=Y ; and let yn denote the unique vertex in
Bn  B:
LONG CYCLES 89We may assume that B=fxg: Otherwise, V ðBnÞ ¼ fx; yng; EðBnÞ ¼ fxyng;
n ¼ 1 and w1 ¼ x ¼ x0: Let PB ¼ fxg: Clearly, PB is an x w1 path in B such
that
Sv2V ðPBÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðBÞr:
Hence, jV ðBnÞj þ jEðBnÞj56: Let Cn denote the outer cycle of Bn; where
EðCnÞ ¼ EðwnDw1Þ [ fw1yn; ynwng:
We claim that ðBn; xCnynÞ is a strong circuit graph. Suppose that S is an
arbitrary 2-cut of Bn: By the construction of Bn; if yn 2 S; then S  yn 
X  x ynCnx fyn; xg and the vertex in S  yn is a cut vertex of B; and
so, each component of Bn  S contains a vertex of Cn: Hence, we may
assume that yn =2 S: If T is a component of Bn  S; then T \ Cn=|;
otherwise, T is a component of G S with T \ C ¼ |; a contradiction.
Thus, since yn =2 S; S \ V ðynCnx fyn; xgÞ=|: Hence ðBn; xCnynÞ is a
strong circuit graph.
Let wn : V ðBnÞ ! Rþ be deﬁned as follows: wnðvÞ ¼ wðvÞ if v 2 V ðBÞ; and
wnðynÞ is an arbitrary non-negative integer. By induction, Bn contains an
x yn path P n such that
Sv2V ðPnynÞ½wnðvÞr5½wnðBn  ynÞr:
Let PB ¼ P n  yn: Then PB is a path in B from x to wk for some k 2
f1; . . . ; ng: Since Bn  yn ¼ B; and by the deﬁnition of wn; we have
Sv2V ðPBÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðBÞr:
This completes (c).
Let M be the union of skDtk and those ðB[ y1DymÞ-bridges of H whose
attachments are contained in skDtk [ fwkg; where k is given in (c). See Fig. 4.
Let L ¼ | if sk ¼ y1; otherwise, let L denote the component of H  ðB[MÞ
containing y1: Let R ¼ G ðB[ L[M [ fygÞ (possibly R ¼ |). Note that
V ðG yÞ is the disjoint union of V ðBÞ; V ðLÞ; V ðRÞ; and V ðM  wkÞ:
(d) We may assume that wðBÞ > minfwðLÞ;wðRÞg: Suppose that wðBÞ4
minfwðLÞ;wðRÞg: Let Ln ¼ G½V ðL[M [ BÞ=B; and let xn denote the
unique vertex of Ln  ðL[MÞ: Thus xn is the result of the contraction
of B: Let Rn ¼ G½V ðRÞ [ fy; tkg: We shall ﬁnd an xn  tk path PL in Ln
and a tk  y path PR in Rn; and use PL and PR to construct the desired
path P :
(d1) Ln contains an xn  tk path PL such that
Sv2V ðPLfxn;tkgÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wððL[MÞ  fwk ; tkgÞr:
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|; tkwk 2 EðGÞ; M ¼ G½tkwk; V ðLnÞ ¼ fxn; tkg; and EðLnÞ ¼ fxntkg: Let PL ¼
Ln: Clearly,
Sv2V ðPLfxn;tkgÞ½wðvÞ
r ¼ ½wð|Þr5½wððL[MÞ  fwk ; tkgÞr:
So assume that tk=y1: Then Ln is a 2-connected plane graph with at least
three vertices. Hence, jV ðLnÞj þ jEðLnÞj56: Let CL denote the outer cycle of
Ln such that w1Dtk is the clockwise segment of CL from xn ¼ w1 to tk :
Next, we show that ðLn; tkCLxnÞ is a strong circuit graph. Let S be an
arbitrary 2-cut of Ln: First, assume that Ln  S has a component T with
T \ CL ¼ |: Then xn 2 S; otherwise, T is also a component of G S with
T \ C ¼ |; a contradiction. Thus, by the construction of Ln; there is some
wi; where 14i4k; such that S0 ¼ ðS  fxngÞ [ fwig is a 2-cut of G; and T is a
component of G S0 with T \ C ¼ |; a contradiction. Hence, ðLn;CLÞ is a
circuit graph. Now, assume that S \ ðxnCLtk  fxn; tkgÞ ¼ |: Then S 
tkCLxn: Thus, G S contains a component U with U \ ðtkCLxn  ftk ; xngÞ
=|: Hence, wk=x0; otherwise, tk ¼ ym and tkCLxn  ftk ; xng ¼ |; a contra-
diction. Let S0 ¼ S if xn =2 S; otherwise, let S0 ¼ ðS  fxngÞ [ fwkg: Thus, U is
a component of G S0 with U \ C ¼ |; a contradiction. Hence, ðLn; tkCLxnÞ
is a strong circuit graph.
Let wn : V ðLnÞ ! Rþ be deﬁned as follows: wnðvÞ ¼ wðvÞ for v 2 Ln  xn;
and wnðxnÞ ¼ 0: By induction, Ln contains an xn  tk path PL such that
Sv2V ðPLtk Þ½w
nðvÞr5½wnðLn  tkÞr:
By the deﬁnition of wn; we have
Sv2V ðPLfxn;tkgÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wððL[MÞ  fwk ; tkgÞr:
This proves (d1).
(d2) Rn contains a tk  y path PR such that
Sv2V ðPRyÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðR[ ftkgÞr:
If jV ðRnÞj ¼ 2; then tk ¼ ym; tky 2 EðGÞ; and the fy; ymg-bridge of G not
containing x is G½tky: In this case, R ¼ |: Let PR ¼ Rn: Clearly,
Sv2V ðPRyÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðRn  yÞr ¼ ½wðR[ ftkgÞr:
So assume that jV ðRnÞ53: Hence, jV ðRn þ tkyÞj þ jEðRn þ tkyÞj53: With-
out loss of generality, assume that Rn þ tky is a plane graph with outer cycle
CR such that ftkyg [ EðyCymÞ  EðCRÞ; and EðtkCRyÞ ¼ ftkyg:
Next we show that ðRn þ tky; tkCkyÞ is a strong circuit graph. Suppose that
S is an arbitrary 2-cut of Rn þ tky: If ðRn þ tkyÞ  S has a component T with
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diction. Hence, ðRn þ tky;CRÞ is a circuit graph, and so, S  CR: Since
EðtkCRyÞ ¼ ftkyg; S \ ðyCRtk  fy; tkgÞ=|: Thus, ðRn þ tky; tkCkyÞ is a
strong circuit graph.
By induction, Rn contains a tk  y path PR such that
Sv2V ðPRyÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðRn  yÞr ¼ ½wðR[ ftkgÞr:
Note that we can always select PR so that EðPRÞ=ftkyg: Hence, PR is a path
in Rn: This proves (d2).
Finally, we ﬁnd the desired path P as follows. Without loss of generality,
assume that the edge of PL incident with xn is xnv; and v is incident with wl;
where 14l4k: Let Q be a path in B from x to wl; and let P ¼ ððPL  xnÞ [
Q[ PRÞ þ vwl: Then P is an x y path in G such that
Sv2V ðPyÞ½wðvÞr5Sv2V ðPLfxn ;tkgÞ½wðvÞ
r þ Sv2V ðPRyÞ½wðvÞ
r
5 ½wððL[MÞ  fwk ; tkgÞr þ ½wðR[ ftkgÞr
5 ½wðG yÞr:
Here, the ﬁrst inequality is obvious, and the second inequality follows from
(d1) and (d2). By the assumption that wðBÞ4minfwðLÞ;wðRÞg and since
V ðG yÞ is the disjoint union of V ððL[MÞ  fwk ; tkgÞ; V ðBÞ; and V ðR[
ftkgÞ; the third inequality follows from (2) of Lemma 3.1. This completes the
proof of (d).
(e) We may assume that wðLÞ5wðRÞ: Otherwise, assume that wðLÞ5wðRÞ:
Let Ln ¼ G½V ðLÞ [ fy; skg: We shall extend PB in (c) to the desired path P by
ﬁnding an sk  y path PL in Ln and a wk  sk path PM in M :
(el) Ln contains an sk  y path PL such that
Sv2V ðPLfsk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðLÞr:
If y1 ¼ sk ; then L ¼ | and Ln ¼ G½yy1: In this case, let PL ¼ Ln: Clearly,
Sv2V ðPLfsk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r ¼ ½wðLn  fsk ; ygÞr ¼ ½wð|Þr ¼ ½wðLÞr:
So assume that y1=sk : Then Ln þ ysk is a 2-connected graph with at least
three vertices. Hence, jV ðLn þ yskÞj þ jEðLn þ yskÞj56: Without loss of
generality, we may assume that Ln þ ysk is embedded in the plane with
outer cycle CL such that y1CLsk ¼ y1ysk (and hence, EðyCLskÞ ¼ fyskgÞ:
Next we show that ðLn þ ysk ; yCLskÞ is a strong circuit graph. Let S be an
arbitrary 2-cut of Ln þ ysk : If ðLn þ yskÞ  S has a component T with T \
CL ¼ |; then T is a component of G S with T \ C ¼ |; a contradiction.
Hence, ðLn þ ysk ;CLÞ is a circuit graph, and so, S  CL: Since EðyCLskÞ ¼
ysk ; ðLn þ ysk ; yCLskÞ is a strong circuit graph.
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þ be deﬁned as follows: wnðvÞ ¼ wðvÞ for v 2
Ln  sk ; and wnðskÞ ¼ 0: By induction and by the deﬁnition of wn; Ln þ ysk
contains an sk  y path PL such that
Sv2V ðPLfsk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r ¼Sv2V ðPLyÞ½w
nðvÞr
5 ½wnðLn  yÞr
¼ ½wðLÞr:
Note that we can always select PL so that EðPLÞ=fyskg: Hence, PL is a path
in Ln: This proves (el).
(e2) M contains a path PM from wk to sk such that
Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r5½wðM  wkÞr:
If sk ¼ tk ; then wksk 2 EðGÞ and M ¼ G½wksk: In this case, let PM ¼ M :
Clearly,
Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r5½wðM  wkÞr:
So assume that sk=tk : Then M þ wksk is a 2-connected graph with at least
three vertices. Hence, jV ðM þ wkskÞj þ jEðM þ wkskÞj56: Without loss of
generality, assume that M þ wksk is embedded in the plane with outer cycle
CM such that EðskDtkÞ [ fwkskg  CM ; and EðwkCMskÞ ¼ fwkskg:
Next we show that ðM þ wksk ;wkCMskÞ is a strong circuit graph. Let S be
an arbitrary 2-cut of M þ wksk : If ðM þ tkskÞ  S has a component T with
T \ CM ¼ |; then T is a component of G S with T \ C ¼ |; a contra-
diction. Thus, ðM þ wksk ;CM Þ is a circuit graph, and so, S  CM : Since
EðwkCMskÞ ¼ wksk ; ðM þ wksk ;wkCMskÞ is a strong circuit graph.
By induction, M þ wksk contains a wk  sk path PM such that
Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r5½wðM  wkÞr:
Note that we can always select PM so that EðPM Þ=fwkskg: Hence, PM is a
path in M : This proves (e2).
Now let P ¼ PB \ PM [ PL: Then P is an x y path in G: Moreover,
Sv2V ðPyÞ½wðvÞr ¼Sv2V ðPBÞ½wðvÞ
r þ Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r þ Sv2V ðPLfsk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r
5 ½wðBÞr þ ½wðM  wkÞr þ ½wðLÞr
5 ½wðB[ L[ RÞr þ ½wðM  wkÞr
5 ½wðG yÞr:
Here, the ﬁrst inequality follows from (c), (el), and (e2). By (d) and the
assumption that wðLÞ5wðRÞ; the second inequality follows from (2) of
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proves (e).
By (e), R=|; and so tk=ym: We shall extend PB in (c) to the desired path P
by ﬁnding a tk  y path PR and a wk  tk path PM : The argument is similar to
that for (e). Since it is not too long and is not completely symmetric to (e),
we provide the details. Let Rn ¼ G½V ðRÞ [ fy; tkg:
(f) Rn contains a tk  y path PR such that
Sv2V ðPRftk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r5½wðRÞr:
If jV ðRnÞj ¼ 2; then R ¼ |; tk ¼ ym; yym 2 EðGÞ; and the fy; ymg-bridge of
G not containing x is G½yym: In this case, let PR ¼ Rn: Clearly,
Sv2V ðPRftk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r ¼ ½wð|Þr ¼ ½wðRÞr:
So assume that jV ðRnÞj53: Then, jV ðRn þ tkyÞj þ jEðRn þ tkyj56: Without
loss of generality, assume that Rn þ tky is embedded in the plane with outer
cycle CR such that ftkyg [ EðyCymÞ  EðCRÞ and EðtkCRyÞ ¼ ftkyg:
Now we show that ðRn þ tky; tkCRyÞ is a strong circuit graph. Let S be an
arbitrary 2-cut of Rn þ tky: If ðRn þ tkyÞ  S contains a component T with
T \ CR ¼ |; then T is a component of G S with T \ C ¼ |; a contra-
diction. Hence, ðRn þ tky;CRÞ is a circuit graph, and so, S  CR: Since Eðtk
CRyÞ ¼ ftkyg; ðRn þ tky; tkCRyÞ is a strong circuit graph.
Let wn : V ðRnÞ ! Rþ be deﬁned as follows: wnðvÞ ¼ wðvÞ for v 2
V ðRn  tkÞ; and wnðtkÞ ¼ 0: By induction and by the deﬁnition of
wn;Rn þ tky contains a tk  y path PR such that
Sv2V ðPRftk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r ¼Sv2V ðPRyÞ½w
nðvÞr
5 ½wnðRn  yÞr
¼ ½wðRÞr:
Note that we can always select PR so that EðPRÞ=ftkyg: Hence, PR  Rn:
This completes (f).
(g) M contains a wk  tk path PM such that
Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r5½wðM  wkÞr:
If sk ¼ tk ; then tkwk 2 EðGÞ and M ¼ G½tkwk: In this case, let PM ¼ M :
Clearly,
Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r5½wðM  wkÞr:
So assume that sk=tk : Then M þ tkwk is a 2-connected graph with at least
three vertices. Hence, jV ðM þ tkwkÞj þ jEðM þ tkwkÞj56: Without loss of
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CM such that EðskDtkÞ [ ftkwkg  EðCM Þ and EðtkCMwK Þ ¼ ftkwkg:
Next, we show that ðM þ tkwk ; tkCMwkÞ is a strong circuit graph. Let S be
an arbitrary 2-cut of M þ tkwk : If ðM þ tkwkÞ  S has a component T with
T \ CM ¼ |; then T is a component of G S with T \ C ¼ |; a contra-
diction. Recall that, by (e), tk=ym; and so, wk=x0: Hence, ðM þ tkwk ;CM Þ is
a circuit graph, and so, S  CM : Since EðtkCMwkÞ ¼ ftkwkg; ðM þ tkwk ; tk
CMwkÞ is a strong circuit graph.
By induction, M þ tkwk contains a tk  wk path PM such that
Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r5½wðM  wkÞr:
Note that we can always select PM so that EðPM Þ=tkwk : Hence, PM  M :
This proves (g).
Now let P ¼ PB [ PM [ PR: Then P is a path in G from x to y: Moreover,
Sv2V ðPyÞ½wðvÞr ¼Sv2V ðPBÞ½wðvÞ
r þ Sv2V ðPMwk Þ½wðvÞ
r þ Sv2V ðPRftk ;ygÞ½wðvÞ
r
5 ½wðBÞr þ ½wðRÞr þ ½wðM  wkÞr
5 ½wðB[ L[ RÞr þ ½wðM  wkÞr
5 ½wðG yÞr:
Here, the ﬁrst inequality follows from (c), (f), and (g). By (d) and by (e), the
second inequality follows from (2) of Lemma 3.1. The third inequality
follows from (1) of Lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.4. If ðG;CÞ is a circuit graph and e 2 EðCÞ: Then G contains
a cycle T through e such that jEðT Þ5jV ðGÞjlog3 2:
Proof. Let e ¼ xy such that xCy ¼ G½xy: Then ðG; xCyÞ is a strong
circuit graph. Let w : V ðGÞ ! Rþ such that wðvÞ ¼ 1 for all v 2 V ðGÞ:
By Theorem 3.3, G contains an x y path P such that
jV ðP Þj1 ¼Sv2V ðPyÞ½wðvÞlog3 2
5 ½wðG yÞlog3 2
¼ðjV ðGÞj  1Þlog3 2:
Hence, by (1) of Lemma 3.1,
jV ðP Þj51þ ðjV ðGÞj  1Þlog3 25jV ðGÞjlog3 2:
Thus P þ xy gives the desired cycle. ]
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Then G contains a cycle C through e such that jEðCÞj5jV ðGÞjlog3 2:
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that G is embedded in the
plane such that e 2 EðCÞ; where C is a facial cycle of G: Then ðG;CÞ is a
circuit graph. Hence, Corollary 3.5 follows from Corollary 3.4.
4. GRAPHS ON OTHER SURFACES
In this section, we prove that Conjecture 1.1 also holds for 3-connected
graphs embedded in the projective plane, or the torus, or the Klein bottle.
Definition 4.1. Given an embedding s : G! P of a graph G into a
surface P; the representativity of s is defined to be the number minfjsðGÞ \
Gj : G is a non-null homotopic simple closed curve in P}.
For graphs embedded in the projective plane, Fiedler et al. proved the
following result [4, Proposition 1]. Note that in [4], a cycle in G is called a
polygon in G:
Lemma 4.2. Let s : G ! P be an embedding of a 3-connected graph G
into the projective plane P; let P1 be a cycle in G such that sðP1Þ is null
homotopic, and let D1 be the open disc in P bounded by sðP1Þ: Then there is a
cycle P in G such that sðP Þ is null homotopic and bounds a disc D containing
D1; and the closure of D contains sðV ðGÞÞ:
Note that the condition about P1 and D1 in Lemma 4.2 holds if the
representativity of s is at least 2. Also note that the subgraph H of G
contained in the closure of D is a 2-connected spanning subgraph of G; and
sðH Þ can be viewed as a plane graph embedded in the closed disc bounded
by D:
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a 3-connected graph embeddable in the projective
plane. Then G contains a 2-connected spanning planar subgraph H. Moreover,
H can be embedded in the plane with a facial cycle C such that ðH ;CÞ is a
circuit graph.
Proof. Let s : G ! P be an embedding of G in the projective plane P:
If the representativity of s is at least 2, then by the remarks following
Lemma 4.2, G has a cycle C; such that the subgraph H of G contained in the
closed disc in P bounded by sðCÞ is a spanning subgraph of G: Since G is 3-
connected, it is easy to see that ðH ;CÞ is a circuit graph.
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connected planar graph. Let H be a plane embedding of G and let C be facial
cycle of H : Then ðH ;CÞ is a circuit graph. ]
Now we are ready to prove Conjecture 1.1 for 3-connected graphs
embeddable in the projective plane.
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a 3-connected graph embeddable in the projective
plane. Then circðGÞ5jV ðGÞjlog3 2:
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, let H be a 2-connected plane graph with a facial
cycle C such that H is a spanning subgraph of G and ðH ;CÞ is a circuit
graph. By Corollary 3.4, H ; and hence G; has a cycle of length at least
jV ðH Þjlog3 2 ¼ jV ðGÞjlog3 2: ]
For graphs embeddable in the torus or the Klein bottle, we need the
following result [2, Theorems 2 and 3].
Lemma 4.5. Let s :G! P be an embedding of a 3-connected graph G
in a surface P; where P is the torus or the Klein bottle. Suppose s
has representativity at least 1: Then there is a spanning subgraph H of G and
either (1) there is a cycle C of H such that ðH ;CÞ is a circuit graph or (2)
there are two cycles C1 and C2 of H such that ðH ;C1C2Þ is an annulus
graph.
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a 3-connected graph embeddable in the torus or
the Klein bottle. Then circðGÞ5ðjV ðGÞj=2Þlog3 2:
Proof. Let s : G ! P be an embedding of G into a surface P; where
P is the torus or the Klein bottle. If the representativity of s is 0, then
G is embeddable in the projective plane, and Theorem 4.6 follows from
Theorem 4.4. So we may assume that the representativity of s is at
least 1. Then by Lemma 4.5, there is a spanning subgraph H of G and
either (1) there is a cycle C of H such that ðH ;CÞ is a circuit graph
or (2) there are cycles C and D of H such that ðH ;C;DÞ is an annulus
graph.
If there is a cycle C of H such that ðH ;CÞ is a circuit graph, then by
Corollary 3.4, H ; and hence, G; contains a cycle of length at least ðjV ðGÞÞj
=2Þlog3 2:
So assume that there are cycles C and D of H such that ðH ;C;DÞ
is an annulus graph. Without loss of generality, we may assume that C
is the outer cycle of H : We consider two cases: C \ D ¼ | and
C \ D=|:
FIG. 5.
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paths P1; P2 from v1; v2 2 V ðCÞ to u1; u2 2 V ðDÞ; respectively, such that, for
i 2 f1; 2g; ðPi  fui; vigÞ \ ðC [ DÞ ¼ |: Let C1 ¼ v1Cv2 [ P2 [ u1Du2 [ P1;
and let C2 ¼ v2Cv1 [ P1 [ u2Du1 [ P2: For i 2 f1; 2g; let Hi be the subgraph
of H contained in the closed disc in the plane bounded by Ci: Then
ðHi;CiÞ; i 2 f1; 2g; are circuit graphs. See Fig. 5.
Since jV ðH1Þj þ jV ðH2Þj > jV ðH Þj; we may assume, without loss of general-
ity, that jV ðH1Þj > jV ðH Þj=2: Since ðH1;C1Þ is a circuit graph, by Corollary
3.4, circðH1Þ5jV ðH1Þjlog3 2: Hence, circðGÞ5ðjV ðGÞj=2Þ
log3 2:
Case 2. C \ D=|: Assume that u 2 V ðC \ DÞ: Let u1; . . . ; un be the
neighbors of u in clockwise order around u such that u1; un 2 V ðCÞ and
uk ; ukþ1 2 V ðDÞ; where 14k5n: Let H 0 be the plane graph obtained from
H  u by adding two vertices u0 and u00; and adding edges u0ui for i 2
f1; . . . ; kg and edges u00ui for i 2 fk þ 1; . . . ; ng: See Fig. 6.
Since H is 2-connected, we can label the cut vertices of H 0 as v1; . . . ; vm1
and blocks of H 0 as B1; . . . ;Bm such that u; v1; . . . ; vm1 occur on C in this
clockwise order, Bi \ Biþ1 ¼ fvig for i 2 f1; . . . ;m 1g; Bi \ Bj ¼ | for i; j 2
f1; . . . ;mg with ji jj52; and v0 ¼ u00 2 B1  v1 and vm ¼ u0 2 Bm  vm1:
Let WC  V ðH Þ (respectively, WD  V ðH ÞÞ be deﬁned as follows: For v 2
V ðH Þ; v 2 WC (respectively, v 2 WD) if, and only if, H has a 2-cut Sv  V ðCÞ
(respectively, Sv  V ðDÞÞ such that v and D Sv (respectively, C  Sv) are
contained in different components of H  Sv: Note that WC \ WD=| and
u =2 WC [ WD:
We may assume that WC=| and WD=|: Otherwise, by symmetry assume
that WD ¼ |: Then ðH ;CÞ is a circuit graph. Hence, by Corollary 3.4,
circðH Þ5jV ðH Þjlog3 2; and so, circðGÞ5ðjV ðGÞj=2Þlog3 2:
FIG. 6.
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(since u =2 WC [ WD).
Next, for i 2 f1; . . . ;mg; we ﬁnd a vi1  vi path Pi in Bi:
If jV ðBiÞj ¼ 2; then let Pi ¼ Bi:
So assume that jV ðBiÞj53: Then let Ci denote the outer cycle of Bi: Note
that vi1Civi ¼ viDvi1 and viCivi1 ¼ viCvi1 (where we view v0 and vm as u).
We construct a new graph Bni from Bi as follows.
If WD \ Bi ¼ |; then let Bni ¼ Bi and let C
n
i ¼ Ci:
If WD \ Bi=|; then WD \ V ðBiÞ can be partitioned into sets W i1 ; . . . ;W
i
mi
with the following properties: (1) for j 2 f1; . . . ;mig; Bi has a 2-cut Sij ¼
fsij; t
i
jg  V ðD\ BiÞ and G½W
i
j  is the component of Bi  S
i
j not containing
C \ Bi; and (2) Bi has no 2-cut S  V ðD\ BiÞ such that the component of
Bi  S not containing C \ Bi properly contains G½W ij : Let B
n
i denote the
graph obtained from Bi by deleting G½W ij  and adding the edges s
i
jt
i
j for
j 2 f1; . . . ;mig: Let Cni be obtained from Ci by deleting W
i
j \ D and adding
edges sijt
i
j: Let the edges s
i
jt
i
j be added so that C
n
i is the outer cycle of B
n
i and
viCni vi1 ¼ viCivi1:
By the above construction, ðBni ; viC
n
i vi1Þ is a strong circuit graph. Let
w : V ðBni Þ ! R
þ with wðvÞ ¼ 1 for v 2 V ðBni Þ: By Theorem 3.3, B
n
i contains a
vi1  vi path P ni such that
jV ðP ni Þj  1 ¼Sv2V ðPni viÞ½wðvÞ
log3 2
5 ½wðBni  viÞ
log3 2
¼ ðjV ðBni Þj  1Þ
log3 2:
If sijt
i
j 2 EðP
n
i Þ; then we replace s
i
jt
i
j in P
n
i by a path in G½W
i
j [ fs
i
jt
i
jg from s
i
j
to tij; and let Pi denote the resulting path. Then jV ðPiÞj  15jV ðP
n
i Þj 
15ðjV ðBni Þj  1Þ
log3 2:
LONG CYCLES 99Now let P ¼
Sm
i¼1 Pi: Then
jV ðP Þj  1 ¼
Xm
i¼1
ðjV ðPiÞj  1Þ
5
Xm
i¼1
ðjV ðBni Þj  1Þ
log3 2
5 ½jV ðH Þ  WDjlog3 2
5 ðjV ðGÞj=2Þlog3 2:
Here, the ﬁrst inequality follows from previous inequalities. Since V ðH Þ 
WD is the disjoint union of V ðBni  viÞ for i ¼ 1; . . . ;m; the second inequality
follows from (1) of Lemma 3.1. The third inequality follows from the fact
that jWDj5jV ðGÞj=2:
Hence, jV ðP Þj5ðjV ðGÞj=2Þlog3 2 þ 1: Therefore, identifying v0 and v00 in P
gives the desired cycle. ]
It is easy to see that our main result, Theorem 1.2, follows from Corollary
3.5, Theorem 4.4, and Theorem 4.6.
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